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The National Audit Office of the Republic of Kosovo is the highest 

institution of financial control, which for its work is accountable to 

the Assembly of Kosovo.  

The reports of the National Audit Office directly promote 

accountability of public institutions as they provide a base for 

holding managers’ of individual budget organisations to account. 

We are thus building confidence in the spending of public funds 

and playing an active role in securing taxpayers’ and other 

stakeholders’ interests in enhancing public accountability.  

This audit is carried out in line with the International Standards of 

Supreme Audit Institutions, and good European practices. 

The Auditor General has decided on the audit opinion on the 

Annual Financial Statements of the Office of the Prime Minister in 

consultation with the Assistant Auditor General, Qerkin Morina, 

who supervised the audit. 

The report issued is a result of the audit carried out by Erëmira 

Bytyqi Pllana - Team Leader, and Refiqe Morina and Leonora 

Hasani - Team Members, under the management of the Head of 

Audit Department, Blerim Kabashi.  

 

 

NATIONAL AUDIT OFFICE- Address: Str. Ahmet Krasniqi no 210, Arbëria, Prishtina 10000, Kosovo 
Tel: +383(0) 38 60 60 04/1011 

http://zka-rks.org  
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Executive Summary  

This report summarises the key issues arising from our audit of the Office of the Prime Minister 

(OPM) for 2019, which includes the Opinion of the Auditor General on Annual Financial Statements. 

Examination of 2019 financial statements was undertaken in accordance with the International 

Standards of Supreme Audit Institutions (ISSAIs).   

Our audit focus has been on: 

 

Conclusions  

Annual Financial Statements were prepared in accordance with the applicable law except for 

misclassification of expenditures and overstatement of expenditures which created the basis 

Unmodified Opinion with Emphasis of Matter .   

A number of financial adjustments were required to the AFS which, following our suggestions, had 

taken place. The following parts of statements were adjusted:  

 Article 14 – Report on Budget Execution/Cash Inflow – under the Final Budget column, 

instead of presenting the forecasted revenue outturn in amount of €5,024,000, there was 

presented the revenues budget of €323,000 as revenue forecast outturn; and  

 Article 14.6 – Disclosure of initial and final budget appropriations/adjustments authorised 

by law: appropriation category/inflow – under the final budget column in KFMIS, according 

to Budget Law, it is presented the budget for expenditures from revenues in amount of 

€323,000 instead of presenting the revenue outturn forecast in amount of €5,024,000. 

Financial Management and Control process was accompanied by shortcomings in certain areas such 

as: (a) under expenditures, in some cases the appropriate value for the money spent was not 

obtained; (b) under procurement,  there were shortcomings in bid evaluation process; and (c) under 

subsidies, internal procedures/rules for their allocation were not followed. Failure to comply with 

the required legal procedures and poor budget planning lead to allocation of funds from unforeseen 

expenditures (contingency fund) for planned projects. Furthermore, there was improper 

management of advances, assets and outstanding liabilities.  

Implementation of Recommendations was not properly addressed. Of eight (8) recommendation 

made in 2018, only one (1) was implemented, three (3) were partly implemented, three (3) were 

unimplemented and one (1) was closed as unimplemented.   

Annual Financial 
Statements

Financial 
Management and 

Control

Implementation of 
recommendations 
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Opinion of the Auditor General1 

Unmodified Opinion with Emphasis of Matter 

In our opinion, the Annual Financial Statements of OPM for the year ended on 31 December 2019 

give a true and fair view in all material respect. 

For more details, see Chapter 1 of this report.  

Management’s Response on 2019 audit 

The Office of the Prime Minister has agreed with audit findings and conclusions and has committed 

to address all given recommendations.  

The National Audit Office appreciates the cooperation from the management and personnel of the 

Office of the Prime Minister during the audit process.        

  

                                                      
1 Annex I explains different types of Opinions in line with ISSAIs.  
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Audit Scope and Methodology 

The Audit involves examination and evaluation of Financial Statements and other financial records 

in regard to as the following: 

 Whether the financial statements give a true and fair view of the accounts and financial 

matters for the audit period; 

 Whether the financial records, systems and transactions comply with applicable laws and 

regulations;  

 Whether the internal controls and internal audit functions are appropriate and efficient; and 

 Whether appropriate actions for implementation of audit recommendations have been 

undertaken. 

The audit was based on risk assessment. We have analysed the OPM’s operations, the extent the 

management controls could be relied to in order to determine the level of in-depth testing required 

to obtain evidence supporting the Auditor General’s opinion. 

Our procedures have included a review of internal controls, accounting systems and interrelated 

substantive tests, as well as related governance arrangements to the extent considered necessary for 

the effective conduct of audit. Audit findings should not be regarded as representing a 

comprehensive overview of all the weaknesses that may exist, or of all improvements that could be 

made to the systems and procedures operated.  

The following chapters provide in detail our audit findings and recommendations in each audited 

area.   
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1  Audit Opinion on Annual Financial Statements   

We have audited the AFS of the Office of the Prime Minister for the year ended on 31 December 

2019 in accordance with the Law on NAO and the International Standards of Supreme Audit 

Institutions (ISSAIs). Audit examinations were carried out in order to allow expressing opinions on 

AFS which comprise the Statement of Cash Receipts and Payments, and Budget Execution 

Statement, provided further in detail.  

Unmodified Opinion with Emphasis of Matter 

In our opinion, the Annual Financial Statements for the year ended on 31 December 2019 give a true 

and fair view in all material respects, in accordance with International Public Sector Accounting 

Standards of cash based accounting.  

Basis for the Opinion 

The audit is carried out in accordance with International Standards of Supreme Audit Institutions 

(ISSAIs). Our responsibilities under those standards are further described in the section ‘Auditor’s 

responsibilities for the audit of the Annual Financial Statements’ of our report. In compliance with 

ISSAI 10 and 30, and other relevant requirements for audit of budget organisations’ AFSs, the NAO 

is independent from the audited entities, namely the Office of the Prime Ministers. We believe that 

the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit 

opinion.    

Emphasis of Matter  

We want to draw your attention to the following: as a result of poor budget planning, when the law 

on 2019 budget appropriations was prepared, the OPM paid for and recorded expenditures under 

inadequate economic categories in amount of €119,876. Furthermore, due to inadequate allocation 

of funds by Government decisions, other misclassifications took place for the amount of €101,375, 

and one payment of €14,998 by OPM. Given that errors took place at the stage of budget 

appropriations approval by law, we have not qualified our opinion regarding such payments. These 

issues are detailed further in chapter 2.1 of report.    

Other than the above misclassifications, the expenditures for Goods and Services presented in AFS 

were overstated by €19,453. This overstatement occurred on advances for official travels and for 

petty cash. Upon return of funds to petty cash account, appropriate recording in accounting 

registers did not take place thus leading to inaccurate presentation of expenditures under this 

category.  

Responsibility of Management for AFS  

The Secretary General of the Office of the Prime Minister is responsible for the preparation and fair 

presentation of financial statements in accordance with International Public Sector Accounting 

Standards – Financial Reporting under the Cash based Accounting. and for such internal control as 
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management determines is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free 

from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error. This includes the application of Law No. 

03/L-048 on Public Financial Management and Accountability (as amended and supplemented) and 

Regulation No. 01/2017 on Annual Financial Statements of Budget Organisations.  

The Secretary General is responsible to ensure the oversight of the OPM’s financial reporting 

process. 

Auditor General’s Responsibility for the audit of the AFS 

Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the AFS based on our audit conducted in accordance 

with ISSAIs. These standards require that we obtain reasonable assurance about whether the 

financial statements are free from material misstatements. 

Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in 

accordance with ISSAIs will detect every material misstatement that might exist. Misstatements may 

arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could 

influence the decisions taken on the basis of these AFS. 

The audit involves performing procedures to obtain evidence about the financial records and 

disclosures in the AFS. The procedures selected depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the 

assessment of the risks of material misstatement in the AFS, whether due to fraud or error. In 

making those risk assessments, the auditor considers internal control relevant to the entity’s 

preparation of the financial statements in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in 

the entity’s circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of 

the entity’s internal control.  

The audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the 

reasonableness of accounting estimates made by the Management, as well as evaluating the 

presentation of the financial statements. 

We communicate with the management of the audited entity regarding the audit scope, planned 

time and significant findings including any significant shortcoming in internal control that we have 

identified during the audit.  

The audit report is published on the NAO’s website, except for information classified (as sensitive) 

or other legal or administrative prohibitions in accordance with applicable legislation. 
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2  Financial Management and Control 

Our work related to Financial Management and Control (FMC) reflects the detailed audit activities 

undertaken on Revenue and Expenditure Systems within Budget Organisations. Specifically, we 

have handled budget management, procurement, human resources and assets and liabilities as well 

as the internal audit function. 

Financial Management and Control Conclusion 

In the context of financial systems, controls over revenues were basically effective whereas controls 

over spending in general require further improvements in order to prevent irregularities. Controls 

not consistently exercised were mainly over expenditures incurred in absence of sufficient evidence, 

contracting of special services with no procedures, expenditures incurred through procurement by 

disregarding the financial rules and the required legal procedures. 

The most concerning area remains management of Subsidies and Transfers. Regardless of many 

irregularities identified in previous years and failure to apply criteria and rules for allocation of 

subsidies, the OPM undertook no measures to improve its existing shortcomings and weaknesses. 

In contrary, the situation is even worse than last year. The management of OPM should find out the 

reasons that caused this situation and seriously consider the audit findings and recommendations, 

and apply accountability measures against persons in charge.   

Other areas needing further improvement are budget planning and execution under adequate 

categories, project management, and added controls over procurement. More effective supervision 

should be applied over management of advances, non-financial assets, and outstanding liabilities.   

The internal audit at OPM has operated effectively, whereas that of FVA had shortcomings in 

attainment of objectives.  

2.1 Budget Planning and Execution 

We have considered the sources of budget funds and spending of funds by economic categories. 

This is highlighted in the tables below: 

Table 1. Sources of budgetary Funds (in €) 

Description  
Initial 

Budget 
Final 

Budget2 
2019 

Outturn 

 % of 
2019 

Outturn  

2018 
Outturn 

2017 
Outturn 

Sources of Funds   18,554,041 18,050,448 14,689,013 81% 19,173,139 13,329,918 

                                                      
2 Final budget – the budget approved by the Assembly subsequently adjusted by the Ministry of Finance.  
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Government Grant -
Budget  

18,081,487 16,025,038 13,663,293 85% 17,765,550 12,448,459 

Carried forward 
from previous year3–  

0 94,959 66,139 70% 93,386 88,405 

Own Source 
Revenues 4 

322,554 322,554 201,053 62% 227,594 222,418 

Revenues from PAK 150,000 116,244 27,692 24% 301,000 0 

Domestic Donations 0 19,611 0 0 0 0 

External Donations  0 1,472,042 730,836 50% 785,609 570,636 

The final budget is lower than the initial budget by €503,593. This decrease is a result of Government 

Decisions5 based on statement of budgetary savings/unspent funds by the end of the year, in 

particular the goods and services, and capital investments due to non-execution of planned projects.   

In 2019, the OPM spent 81% of the final budget or €14,689,013, with a decrease of 11% compared to 

2018. The current position is detailed below.  

Table 2. Spending of funds by economic categories - (in €)  

Description 
Initial 

Budget 
Final 

Budget 
2019 

Outturn 

% of 
2019 

Outturn  

2018 
Outturn 

2017 
Outturn 

Spending of funds 
by categories 

18,554,041 18,050,448 14,689,013 81% 19,173,139 13,329,918 

Wages and Salaries 4,901,685 5,252,060 5,164,963 98% 4,654,126 3,943,047 

Goods and Services  10,004,108 8,801,002  6,360,803 72% 5,058,899 2,423,306 

Utilities 143,248 138,567 92,446 67% 95,502 84,626 

Subsidies and 
Transfers 

2,565,000 2,872,332 2,626,880 91% 3,584,573 1,358,085 

Capital Investments  940,000 986,487 443,921 45% 5,780,039 5,520,854 

Explanations for changes in budget categories are given below: 

 The final budget for Wages and Salaries compared to initial budget was increased by 

€350,376. This increase is a result of the Government Decision no. 03/115 dated 17.12.2019 

in amount of €235,206, and external donations in amount of €115,170. The spending under 

this category was €5,164,963. 

                                                      
3 Own Source Revenues from FVA unspent in previous year carried forward into the current year. 
4 Receipts used by the entity for financing its own activities. 
5 Decision no.02/113 dated 05.11.2019, and decision no.03/115 dated 17.12.2019. 
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 The budget for Goods and Services, compared to initial budget, was decreased by €1,203,106, 

while expenditures were €6,360,803. There was a budget increase in this category initially as 

a result of: revenues carried forward from previous year amounting €94,959; domestic and 

external donations amounting €1,001,570; and the Government decisions amounting 

€1,991,439. Afterwards, the budget was reduced by €2,944,357 due to budgetary savings 

declared for unspent funds by the end of year; through the Government decision no. 02/113 

dated 05.11.2019, whereby the budget was cut by €1,022,284; and the Government decision 

no. 03/115 dated 17.12.2019, whereby the budget was cut by €1,922,073. 

Increase of budget and expenditures under Goods and Services compared to previous year 

is due to funding of projects from Capital Investments to Goods and Services, which in 

previous years were wrongly budgeted as capital projects. 

 The final budget for Subsidies and Transfers was increased by €307,332, which is due to 

domestic and external donations amounting €99,332; the Government decision dated 

17.12.2019 amounting €358,000; and the Government decision dated 26.02.2019 amounting 

€5,000. As a result of reconciliations at the end of the year, the budget was cut by €155,000. 

The spending under this category was €2,622,880.  

 The final budget for Capital Investments was €986,487, while spending was €443,921 of 45% 

of final budget. The final budget compared to initial budget was increased by €46,487 

because of the Government decision no.02/113 dated 05.11.2019. Of nine (9) projects planned 

to be implemented in 2019, three (3) had not started yet due to failure to timely initiate the 

procurement procedures.  

 

Issue B1 – Misclassification of expenditures by economic codes 

Finding  In analysing payments by economic codes, we found that some of the 

payments were not made from adequate codes. Payments resulted in errors 

due to misclassification at the stage of approval of the Law on budget 

appropriations. Errors are related to the following cases:   

 Payment amounting €68,000, under the contract “Supply with equipment for disposal of 

animal waste” for instalment of equipment at recycling plant, was made from the Goods and 

Services while it should have been made from Capital Investments given the contract was 

part of the capital project “Construction of recycling plant”. That occurred because in 2019 

the project was removed from the budget schedules of capital projects. Due to improper 

budget planning the Food and Veterinary Agency (FVA) had requested from Ministry of 

Finance (MoF) to remove a part of capital projects which were wrongly budgeted therefore 

this capital project was also removed; 

 Payments amounting €10,426 for software maintenance services and for controls over 

livestock and animal products import and export were made from Capital Investments while 

those expenditures fall within the category of Goods and Services; and 
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 Four payments amounting €41,450 for damage compensation to farmers (destruction of 

cattle due to infections) were made from Goods and Services although they fall within the 

category of Subsidies and Transfers. That occurred because the MoF approved no budget to 

FVA in 2019 for Subsidies and Transfers. 

By separate decisions, the Government allocated funds to the OPM amounting €101,375, which 

again went through wrong economic codes, for the cases as below: 

 Payment amounting €43,505 for project “Construction and adjustment of railway 

infrastructure at Bllaca museum” was made from Goods and Services although it was a 

work contract that falls within the category of Capital Investments. That occurred because 

this project was neither planned nor approved in time in the budget law as capital project, 

and the OPM had no funds under Capital Investment to execute such payments; and 

 Payment amounting €57,870, for prize awarding to education and Municipal Education 

Directorates (MEDs) staff from the National Coordinator for Culture, Youth and Sports 

related to awarding a certain amount of funds to the selected education and MEDs staff, 

was made from Goods and Services, while those expenditures fall within the category of 

Subsidies and Transfers.  

In addition to errors with budget allocations, the OPM made the payment amounting €14,998 for 

project “Construction of Obelisk” at the Government’s yard from Goods and Services, though it was 

a work contract that falls within the category of Capital Investments.   

The above errors were due to poor budget planning by Government and carelessness of OPM’s 

management to prevent recording of budget appropriations into wrong expenditure codes.  

Impact Payments made from inadequate expenditure codes lead to understatement  

of some accounts and overstatement of others which result in untrue 

presentation or misstatement of accounts. 

Recommendation B1 The Secretary General should ensure that all necessary actions are 

undertaken to plan expenditures into adequate budget lines (or that re-

destination of funds is done by legal requirements) and that payments and 

recording of expenditures is strictly carried under adequate economic codes.  

2.1.1  Revenues  

Revenues collected by FVA and OPM in 2019 totalled €5,558,383. These relate to revenues from 

administrative fees, sanitary, phytosanitary and veterinary inspections, revenues from issuance of 

certificates, revenues from sale of official gazette etc.  

We have tested 50 samples as part of substantive testing, and six samples as part of compliance 

testing. from our examinations, we found no irregularity to report on. 
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Table 3. Revenues (in €) 

Description 
Initial 

Budget  
Final 

Budget 
2019 

Receipts  
% of 2019 

Receipts  
2018 

Receipts 
2017 

Receipts 

Revenues  5,024,103 5,024,103 5,558,383 110% 5,691,685  5,731,908  

Total 5,024,103 5,024,103 5,558,383 110% 5,691,685  5,731,908  

 

2.1.2 Wages and Salaries 

The final budget for Wages and Salaries is €5,252,060. The number of employees by budget was 615, 

whereas by the end of the year the number of employees was 568. During 2019 there were employed 

31 new staff. For examination purposes, we have tested 96 samples of €161,787 as part of substantive 

testing, and 16 samples as part of compliance testing.   

During our testing, we encountered a case where an amount of €1,962 was retroactively paid beyond 

the amount due. This error took place because of personnel’s failure to control the payroll. Upon 

our suggestion, the personnel undertook measures and while we were carrying out this audit, on 

26.02.2020, funds were returned to Treasury account.   

 

Issue B2 – Special service agreements exceeding the statutory deadline   

Finding  Law No. 03/L-149 on the Civil Service of the Republic of Kosovo, Article 12.4 

stipulates that fixed-term appointments of less than six (6) months shall be 

governed by contracts called Special Service Agreements (SSA) and shall be 

regulated by the Law on Obligations and a simplified recruitment procedure 

shall be applied.   

No simplified recruitment procedure were applied in the three (3) of five (5) 

tested cases for special service contracts, yet their engagement had taken 

place directly through contracts conclusion. The engagements were for the 

position of Expert for the needs of the Office for Community Affairs (OCA) 

and two positions of Administrative officer in the Office on Issues of 

Categories Deriving from the Kosovo War. Concerning the last two positions, 

the statutory deadline had expired - one being six months and the other one 

month - whereas regarding the expert, there was no performance  report for 

the engagement period to confirm provision of services/expertise. 

Regarding the OCA Expert, his engagement contract was concluded after the 

project funded by British Embassy, where he was working as expert, ended. 

The OCA concluded direct agreement on monthly basis to engage him as 

expert, for the last five months of 2019, on a compensation of €6000 per 

month. The concluded agreements state that the expert is engaged to provide 

professional services, not giving details on the services provided.   
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Regarding the engagement of other two staff, a direct request was made from 

the director of department to the Cabinet for appointment of these two 

persons. 

Impact Appointment of staff under special service agreements with no procedures 

and no transparency harms competitiveness and increases risk of appointing 

non-competent staff for the required services. Appointment of staff for 

periods longer than six months is in conflict with the legal provisions. 

Payments to expert under SSA with no monthly performance report can be 

considered as irregular payment. Furthermore, it is uncertain whether the 

value for money for the maid payments is achieved.  

Recommendation B2 The Secretary General should ensure that staff is appointed under special 

service agreements only after the needs for specific services are assessed and 

reasoned, the required legal procedures are carried out, and appointment 

period stipulated by law is complied with. The Secretary General and 

Director of OCA should review enormous payments to the OCA Expert and 

request detailed monthly reports on his contribution/engagement, and they 

should reconsider the need for his further engagement during 2020 under this 

enormous compensation.  

2.1.3      Goods and Services  

The final budget for Goods and Services in 2019 was €8,801,002, of which €6,360,803 were spent. 

Those relate to expenditures for official travels abroad and accommodation, mobile phone services, 

luncheons, buildings maintenance, contractual services, office supplies, supply with medical 

equipment and chemicals. 

We have tested 100 samples of €1,905,120 as part of substantive testing, and 10 samples as part of 

compliance testing.    

From tested payments we have brought up the matters regarding misclassification and 

overstatement of expenditures from Goods and Services, which are described under the Audit 

Opinion chapter.  

From compliance testing we noticed that, based on the Government Decision no. 11/57 dated 

17.07.2018 appointing the team leader of project on management and control of stray dogs, who was 

responsible to manage the project and prepare recommendations to the Prime Minister, the Food 

and Veterinary Agency, and other relevant partners, the FVA paid the appointee and his driver until 

October 2019 although the project had ended in December 2018. Payments to the two appointees, 

amounting €7,840 during 2019, were made by no report for the services received.  

The decision annulling this appointment was made on 12.02.2020.  
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Issue A1 – Allocation of funds from Contingency Fund for non-urgent projects    

Finding  Law on Public Financial Management and Accountability, Article 29, 

stipulates that if an event occurs that requires urgent or unforeseen 

expenditures, a budget organization may apply to the Minister for additional 

funds to cover such expenditures. Such an application must, amongst others, 

state the circumstances giving rise to the request, explain why those 

circumstances could not have been foreseen, and identify the proposed uses 

of the requested funds.  

For the two tested payments, due to Government decisions6, for transfer of 

funds from the contingency to the goods and services category, the required 

procedures for application to the MoF for additional funds were not followed.  

Furthermore, the occurred expenditures did not fall within the type of urgent 

and unforeseen category of expenditures; they should have been planned 

through regular budget of OPM. These expenditures relate to “Construction 

and adjustment of railway infrastructure at Bllaca museum” amounting 

€47,558, and the other payment for “Prize awarding to education and MEDs 

staff” for organisation and participation on national youth program 

competition amounting €57,870. 

Impact Spending the contingency fund, which is dedicated for urgent cases only, for 

projects that could have been planned by regular budget and without 

following the required procedures of applying to the MoF, leads to poor 

budget management and puts OPM at risk of facing lack of funds if urgent or 

unforeseen events occur.  

 The Secretary General, in cooperation with the Prime Minister’s Cabinet, 

should ensure that identification and assessment of applications for projects 

are addressed to Prime Minister, and based on such assessment they are 

planned through the regular budget of OPM. They should also ensure that 

the funds from the Reserves are allocated only for urgent and unforeseen 

events, in accordance with the LPFMA. 

                                                      
6 Decision no. 02/92 dated 05.03.2019: Allocation of €100,000 to cover expenditures for Kosovo Albanians Genocide 

Memorial “Bllaca 1999”; and    
  Decision no. 18/115 dated 17.12.2019: Allocation of €70,000 to the Office of the National Coordinator for Culture, Youth 

and Sports within OPM.  
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Issue A2 – Spending for luncheons with no sufficient evidence  

Finding  The Financial Rule no. 01/2013 on Public Funds Expenditure, Article 24, 

stipulates that all invoices should be accepted by applying the procedures of 

internal control for the circulation of documentation to ensure the report of 

acceptance of goods/services by the authorised officer/commission. 

For the two tested payments for luncheons, one amounting €8,400 and the 

other €8,750, except invoices noting that expenditures are related to 

organisation of certain receptions, there was no acceptance report, or any list 

of participants or agenda attached thereto.  

That is due to Cabinet’s negligence to justify expenditures and inefficient 

communication between the Cabinet and the Finance Office. 

Impact Spending for luncheons without providing sufficient evidence for the 

purpose and user of services increases the risk of spending public money for 

unofficial purposes. 

 The Secretary General, in cooperation with the Prime Minister’s Cabinet,  

should ensure that invoices received by the cabinet for luncheons are justified 

with sufficient evidence including the acceptance report, meeting agenda, 

and the invoice, justifying the expenditures incurred for/by authorised 

persons for official purposes. Otherwise, payment of such invoices should 

terminate.   

 

Issue B3 – Delays in Closing Advances  

Finding  According to the procedure for recording petty cash and official travel 

advances into KFMIS, the recipient of the advance payment is obliged to 

justify it by no later than two weeks upon return from the official travel.   

The advance withdrawn on 20.09.2018, in amount of €7,000, for the official 

travel to US, was not closed until 20.03.2019, namely five months late. Funds 

from this advance were used by the same officer for other travels in Croatia, 

Turkey and Albania. This advance was expenditure from the office of the 

National Coordinator for State Reforms.  

Delay in closing the advance occurred due to failure to justify the invoice by 

advance recipient regardless of the requests from the finance office.  
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Impact The recipients failure to timely close and justify advances increases the risk 

of not returning the remainder and using them for  unofficial purposes. 

Recommendation B3 The Secretary General, in cooperation with the Prime Minister’s Cabinet,  

should ensure that strict controls over management of advances for official 

travels are put in place so each advance recipient closes the account with 

finance office within two weeks upon return from the official travel.  

Issue A3 – Delays in bid evaluation and signing of contract  

Finding  According to the Operational Guideline on Public Procurement, Article 41.2,  

the procedure for examination, evaluation and comparison of tenders shall 

be completed by the Contracting Authority within the shortest possible 

period of time and no more than 30 days from the opening of the tenders. 

Only in exceptional and well justified cases, in particular with the contracts 

of a complex nature, this period may be extended for additional term of 20 

days. The tender evaluation process shall start immediately after the 

completion of the tender opening process and not later than 5 days after the 

completion of the tender opening process. 

Furthermore, Article 31.3 of this Guideline states that the required tender 

validity period shall be no longer than necessary, and shall be long enough 

for the CA to evaluate the received tenders and to award and sign the 

contract.  

We found that in the procurement procedure “Veterinary services in the field-

Lot 13, Istog Municipality” amounting €166,132, the bid evaluation time 

periods, as provided in the procurement guideline, were not followed 

because the evaluation process started 19 days after the completion of bid 

opening process while the evaluation committee had completed the process 

in delay of 56 days. Moreover, the evaluation report was signed by the 

procurement officer one month after the completion of evaluation by the 

evaluation committee.     

Consequently, the contract with the winner was signed in delay, that is 

beyond the tender validity. The tender validity period was 120 days while the 

contract was signed 16 days after the validity expiration. 

According to the procurement officer, delays were caused by the huge 

number of bids (procedure developed for 37 lots-municipalities) and other 

challenges encountered with during the process, and delayed submission of 

eligibility documents from EO.  
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Impact Delayed completion of bid evaluation process leads to delayed signing of 

contracts resulting in delayed obtainment of contracted services and setbacks 

in attainment of organisation’s objectives.    

 The Executive Director of FVA should ensure that the bid evaluation 

procedures are completed within the provided deadlines, and contracts are 

signed in time, as stipulated by applicable legislation. 

 

Issue A – Lack of management plan and of decision appointing contract manager 

Finding  According to the Operational Guideline on Public Procurement, Article 61.4, 

after a contract has been signed by both parties the responsible Procurement 

Officer shall inform the Chief Administrative Officer (CAO) and the CAO 

shall, appoint in writing, a Project Manager responsible for the management 

(supervision) of the specific contract; 

Further on, the Article 61.7 states that upon receipt of the contract, the project 

manager shall prepare a contract management plan, using the standard form 

adopted by the PPPC. Article 61.8 states that the contract management plan 

shall be prepared before the initiation of the implementation of the contract 

and shall be agreed between the parties of the contract. 

We found that for the contract “Veterinary services in the field-Lot 13, Istog 

Municipality” amounting €166,132, the contract manager was not appointed 

after the contract was signed; although the decision on appointment of 

contract manager was made in March 2020, while the contract was signed in 

September 2019. Further on, the contract management plan was not prepared 

though the contract started being implemented.  

That was due to management’s negligence and lack of supervision.  

Following the receipt of draft report, the FVA undertook immediate measures 

and prepared the contract management plan. Given that improvement 

measures were immediately taken, we gave no recommendation on this issue.  

2.1.4 Subsidies and Transfers  

The final budget for Subsidies and Transfers was €2,872,332, out of which €2,626,880 were spent in 

2019. Those relate to funds allocated from the program of the Office for Community Affairs (OCA) 

within OPM, for subsidising natural persons and NGOs, and subsidies allocated to OPM’s 

programme for no-public entities. We have tested 74 samples of €696,028 as part of substantive 

testing, and 20 samples as part of compliance testing.   
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Issue C1 – No evaluation process in allocation of subsidies to natural persons   

Finding  The Programme for Communities setting the criteria and procedures for 

allocation of subsidies from the Office for Community Affairs (OCA) within 

OPM, approved by Prime Minister, Article 11, stipulates that the Secretary 

General of OPM shall, upon proposal of the OCA, establish the Committee 

for reviewing applications and projects for allocation of subsidies to natural 

and legal persons.  

In the six tested cases amounting €28,550, where beneficiaries of OPM 

subsidies were natural persons, funds were allocated to them though there 

was no review by any evaluation committee, but only based on the  

individual application to the office for communities. Further, these 

applications were sent by director of OCA for approval to the Prime 

Minister’s cabinet which were approved through Prime Minister’s decisions 

on allocation of fund to these beneficiaries.   

The requests were not submitted with the application form required under 

this programme given that one form was not published in official website by 

OCA. They mainly related to financial support for house renovation, though 

they did not sufficiently justify the need for the requested assistance.  

Regarding the other four tested cases amounting €17,500 where natural 

persons were selected by the evaluation committee as beneficiaries, we found 

that one member of the committee was substituted due to sick leave absence.   

The substitution of the committee member was not effected through the 

Secretary General’s decision, but by a notification from the director of the 

office for communities to the Secretary General only. The notification for 

appointment was made after the evaluation report was prepared by the 

committee. It is worth mentioning that there was no other evidence submitted 

to justify the requested assistance by the beneficiaries, other than the 

individual application. 

The evaluation committee was not established because the Office for 

Community Affairs failed to propose establishment of a committee for 

evaluation of requests submitted by natural persons, as according to them, all 

requests were urgent and ordered by the Cabinet. Whereas, substitution of 

the evaluation committee member by no decision of the Secretary General 

occurred due to OCA’s negligence for timely information.  
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Impact Absence of an evaluation process by the evaluation committee for allocation 

of subsidies to natural persons risks the decision-making transparency, 

allocation of funds to ineligible persons, and allocation of funds under no 

clear purpose. Furthermore, evaluation by member who are not appointed 

through a decision of SG risks the regularity of evaluation process.   

Recommendation C1 The Secretary General and Director of OCA should ensure that evaluation 

committees are established for each subsidy allocation process to evaluate 

requests based on sufficient evidence justifying the assistance. Any change to 

the committee composition should take place by a decision of the Secretary 

General only.  

Issue A4 – Subsidy allocation to NGOs not in compliance with the applicable legislation  

Finding  Regulation no. 04/2017 on Criteria, Standards and Procedures on Public 

Funding of NGOs, Article 12, stipulates that every financial support for 

NGOs should be announced by public call, which should be published on the 

website of the financial support provider. Furthermore, Article 8 stipulates 

that provider of financial support shall establish the Evaluation Committee 

to evaluate applications from the public call and select beneficiaries. 

In the four tested cases amounting €53,000, where beneficiaries were NGOs 

that would organise communities holiday’s celebrations and concerts in 

multi-ethnic camp, the OCA had not announced the public call nor 

established an evaluation committee. The NGOs were selected based on 

requests made directly to OCA, approval by OPM Cabinet and conclusion of 

agreement with OCA Director thereafter. 

For two of these cases, the requests for organisation of commemorations were 

made by the Council for Organisation of Kosovo Roma Memorial Day and 

the Council for Organisation of Turkish Community Memorial Day, whereas 

agreements for allocation of funds were concluded with NGOs that 

submitted requests for such organisations, though there was no evidence on 

how they were selected.   

According to the director of OCA, these NGOs were selected in cooperation 

with the community organisational councils, yet they provided no evidence 

when we requested.  

These weaknesses occurred due to poor planning for allocation of subsidies 

to NGOs from OCA and failure to comply with the government regulation 

on funding of NGOs.   
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Impact Allocation of subsidies by not complying with the applicable regulation raises 

doubts as to whether the funds were used for the intended purpose and 

according to the criteria and procedures set forth in regulation, leading to 

subjective selection of beneficiaries.   

 The Secretary General and Director of OCA should analyse the reasons that 

lead to the occurrence of aforementioned cases and undertake immediate 

measures for interrupting this practice. Furthermore, they should ensure for 

the coming phases that the selection of NGOs is exclusively carried out 

according to the criteria, standards and procedures set forth in Regulation no. 

04/2017.  

Issue A5 - Subsidy allocation to NGOs not in compliance with the public call specific criteria  

Finding  Based on the public call of National Coordinator for Culture, Youth and 

Sports (NCCYS) for financial support of NGOs’ projects to strengthen and 

promote cultural activities and critical thinking, under the specific criteria 

from applicants is required the following: 

(a) to prove they have experience in implementing projects providing 

evidence of the realization of similar projects in the past; and  

(b)  to submit data on key personnel, specifying their duties, providing their 

CVs along with a statement of availability from their side that they will work 

for the project. 

In two cases of subsidies (€11,900 and €15,420) from NCCYS, the beneficiary 

NGOs did not meet all the specific criteria during the application stage as 

they failed to submit the evidence on delivery of similar projects in the past. 

Hence, their applications were still qualified for financial support and 

selected as beneficiary of subsidies.   

One of the beneficiary NGOs stated in its application that the number of hired 

staff for implementation of project was two, whereas it provided data only 

for one (the project manager). It must be mentioned that regarding the 

requirement of whether the organisation has sufficient capacities (including 

personnel), the committee evaluated positively this criterion even though the 

applicant submitted proof of only one hired staff. 

That was due to the committee’s negligence to evaluate the applications of 

NGOs in compliance with the requirements set in the public call.  

Impact Funding such NGOs, though lacking relevant documentation under the set 

criteria, increases the risk of unsuccessful implementation of subsidised 

projects and reduces the opportunity of engaging other applicants.   
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 The Secretary General should ensure that, when relevant committee 

evaluates the applications of NGOs, all the criteria set in the public call are 

met.   

Issue A6 – Selection of beneficiary NGOs without obtaining the required documentation after 

the preliminary results 

Finding  Regulation MF No. 04/2017 on Criteria, Standards and Procedures on Public 

Funding of NGOs, Article 20 para. 3, the Evaluation Committee requires from 

the selected applicants in the list of preliminary results the following 

documentation:   

(a) Proof that they have completed all tax obligations and pension 

contributions according to the applicable legislation in the Republic the 

Kosovo; or in the case of existing obligations, proof of an agreement with the 

tax authorities for the fulfilment of such obligations. 

(b) Proof that applicant NGO is not in the process of termination and 

deregistration; and 

(c) Proof of submission of annual tax statement or financial statements for the 

previous year submitted according to tax legislation. 

The NGO that benefited subsidies amounting €3,150 from the Gender 

Equality Agency, after the positive evaluation of having met all the criteria 

set in the public call, submitted only the certificate from tax authority 

confirming that the person was registered in TAK and had unpaid tax debts 

or other liabilities. 

Further, the four NGOs that benefited subsidies (€16,870; €14,680; €15,270 and 

€16,110) from the Office of the National Coordinator for Youth and Sports, 

after the selection failed to provide the evidence proving that they were not 

in the process of termination and deregistration, and the proof of submission 

of annual tax statement or financial statements for the previous year 

submitted according to tax legislation. 

The shortcoming resulted because of the evaluation committee’s negligence 

to obtain sufficient evidence following the completion of evaluation stage. 

Impact Failure to obtain all evidence set forth in the regulation, upon announcement 

of the preliminary results, imposes risk on selection of ineligible beneficiaries 

and discrimination of other applicants with high scores yet not included in 

the preliminary list, which could have been more responsible in provision of 

all requested evidence.    
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 The Secretary General should ensure that the preliminarily selected NGOs 

must submit all the documents requested following the announcement of 

preliminary results, as requested by the applicable regulation. 

Issue B4 – Subsidy beneficiaries’ failure to report 

Finding  The Programme for Communities setting the criteria and procedures for 

allocation of subsidies from the Office for Community Affairs (OCA) within 

OPM, Article 17, stipulates that natural and legal persons shall submit to 

OCA a narrative report on the progress of subsidy or transfer 

implementation, whereas 30 days upon completion of project, they shall 

submit the final narrative report, financial reports and provide evidence 

proving that the subsidy or transfer was used according to the plan and in 

full compliance with the program.  

In four of the five tested cases, the natural persons who were beneficiaries of 

subsidies from the Office for Community Affairs, failed to submit the 

financial reports or evidence on execution of plan the funds were received 

for.  

In one of the four tested cases, where legal persons (NGOs) were beneficiaries 

of subsidies, the NGOs that benefited €9,000 submitted evidence justifying 

only €6,683 of the total amount received. 

That occurred due to beneficiaries’ irresponsibility and monitoring 

committee’s lack of sufficient monitoring. 

Impact Failure to report the spent funds, lack of invoices, and submission of invoices 

that do not indicate whether the funds are used for the intended purpose may 

result in deviations from the objective and loss of value for money spent.   

Recommendation B4 The Secretary General should ensure that additional measures are 

undertaken to monitor beneficiary natural persons and NGOs in order to 

obtain valid evidence on use of funds according to the intended purpose. 

Punitive measures, as set forth in the approved programme for communities, 

should be undertaken against those beneficiaries if they do not justify the use 

of funds within the period stipulated in the contract.    

2.1.5 Capital Investments 

The final budget for Capital Investments was €986,487, of which €443,921were spent in 2019. Those 

relate to payments from the Food and Veterinary Agency for construction of a processing plant for 

the disposal of animal by-products, renovation of facilities, payment for laboratory equipment and 

software maintenance. We have tested nine (9) samples of €440,921as part of substantive testing, 

and two (2) samples as part of compliance testing.   
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Matters related to misclassification of expenditures from the category of capital investments are 

addressed in the Audit Opinion chapter. 

 

Issue B – Payment for incomplete works  

Finding  The Memorandum of Understanding between the Ministry of Public 

Administration (MPA) and the Kosovo Agency of Statistics (KAS) for 

implementation of the capital project “Renovation of KAS premises” defined 

that the MPA would appoint a body to supervise the project execution and 

payment execution for completed works. MAP shall, among others, ensure to 

obtain the report on the completed works (approved stages). 

The project manager had approved the first payment certificate amounting 

€27,692 in December 2019 for the first stage of completed works under the 

contract “Sanitary renovation, wall painting and floor repairs in KAS 

premises” confirming that contractor completed the works according to 

contract specifications.  

During our visit at KAS we conducted physical examination of some items in 

the stage approved by the supervising body. In examination of item 9.0 

(works with doors and windows), namely item 9.2, where the approved stage 

mentioned that they were supplied with and installed 12 doors, while from 

our examination it resulted that nine (9) doors were installed in total. The 

amount paid for this item (for 12 doors) was €2,760 while the amount for 

completed works based on our examination is €2,070. 

According to the project manager, of 12 supplied doors nine were installed 

while three were returned due to inability to keep them in the premises.    

Upon receipt of the draft report and discussions with the management, the 

KAS undertook measures and obtained evidence that the other three doors, 

which were missing during our physical examination, were installed.  

Given that the improvements were undertaken by the management before 

the finalisation of the reports, we gave no recommendation on this issue.  

 

Issue A7 – Weaknesses in procurement process 

Finding  For tender dossier “Construction of Obelisk” under the professional 

eligibility requirements, the economic operator (EO) was requested to submit 

the ISO 9001:2015 certificate, whereas under requirement on 

technical/professional  options the EO was requested to ensure of having the 

qualified staff proving it with copies of diplomas and employment contracts.  
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Although there was only one bidder, the EO, evaluated as the eligible bidder 

and announced as the winning one, failed to submit the required documents 

while the ISO certificate submitted was the ISO 9001:2008 which had expired 

in 2018. Meanwhile, regarding the evidence concerning staff, the employment 

contract for construction engineer hired for this project with the afore OE had 

terminated in 2013. 

These flaws were neither noticed by the evaluation committee nor by 

procurement office given that the project was executed under accelerated 

timing due to its delayed initiation. 

Impact Selection of the EO as the eligible one, having not met all the requirements 

under the tender dossier, leads to selection of inappropriate contractor to 

execute the project, and failure to execute the project as per the required 

quality.  

 The Secretary General should ensure that bids are evaluated under full 

compliance with the requirements set in the tender dossier and only the 

eligible operators meeting all requirements as announced as winners. 

2.2 Capital and non-capital assets 

The amount of capital assets presented in AFS is €7,722,556, that of non-capital assets is €209,378, 

and of stock is €415,025. We have tested 11 samples of €439,581 as part of substantive testing, and 

five (5) samples as part of compliance testing.   

 

Issue C2 – Failure to record capital assets in KFMIS  

Finding  Based on regulation on non-financial assets7, capital assets must be recorded 

in KFMIS while non-capital assets and stock in the “e-assets” system. 

The equipment purchased by FVA in amount of €21,903, based on the 

contract for laboratory maintenance and servicing, was not recorded in the 

capital assets register. 

Additionally, two laptops purchased by KAS through IPA 2014 funds, in 

amount of €1,830 per unit, were not recorded in the capital assets register. 

                                                      
7 Regulation MoF no. 02/2013 on Management of Non-Financial Assets by Budget Organisations, Article 6    
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The equipment purchased for FVA was not recorded because it was received 

by the unit that had made the request. As it had not pass through and had 

not been initially registered in the warehouse system, the assets officer was 

not been informed about the purchase of equipment. Upon receipt of the draft 

report, the FVA undertook measures to record the assets. Whereas the failure 

to record the KAS laptops was due to their purchase from the inadequate 

category (goods and services). Therefore, the assets officer was unable to 

record in the KFMIS.  

Impact Failure to record capital assets leads to poor control over assets management 

due to lack of information on assets owned by the organisation, and 

understatement thereof in annual financial statements.    

Recommendation C2 The Executive Director of FVA should undertake measures that each supply 

is received through the central warehouse, where they are recorded in the 

system, and thereafter to disseminate them to the requesting units. The Chief 

Executive Officer of KAS should ensure that purchases over €1,000 are made 

from the Capital Investments category and recorded as such in the accounting 

register. 

2.3 Receivables 

The OPM disclosed in the 2019 AFS receivables in amount of €5,174. This is made of veterinary 

health certificates, slaughtering certificate, and products of animal origin certificate. We have tested 

five (5) samples as part of substantive testing, and three (3) samples as part of compliance testing. 

From our testing we noticed no irregularities in this area.   

2.4 Liabilities  

2.4.1 Outstanding liabilities  

The statement of liabilities at the end of 2019 was €191,1518. They relate to unpaid invoices from 

goods and services regarding fuels for vehicles, luncheons, maintenance, office supplies, laboratory 

tests, payments for survey takers. These liabilities are carried forward to be paid in 2020, while the 

reason for non-payment due to closure of fiscal year and lack of budget. We have tested five (5) 

samples as part of substantive testing, and six (6) samples as part of compliance testing. 

                                                      
8 This amount is presented by the audited entity 
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Issue B5 – Delays in payment of arrears 

Finding  The Financial Rule no. 01/2013/MF on Public Funds Expenditure, Article 37, 

stipulates that all invoices received by a budget organisation should be paid 

within 30 days unless otherwise foreseen under the contract. 

In three cases of tested payments, one in OPM amounting €26,828 and two in 

FVA amounting €369,000, we found that payments were made after the 

statutory deadline in a delay of four months. For testing of liabilities disclosed 

in AFS, we found that one payment mounting €22,520 was not made within 

the statutory deadline.  

The delays were caused due to lack of funds and entering into obligations 

with no commitment of funds. 

Impact Failure to make payments within the statutory deadline may undermine the 

planned expenditures in the current year due to unpaid debts. This can also 

result in payments through court decision or Treasury decision which carry 

additional costs.   

Recommendation B5 The Secretary General and the FVA Executive Director should ensure that all 

received invoices are paid within the statutory deadline of 30 days.    

2.4.2 Contingent liabilities  

The statement of contingent liabilities at the end of 2019 was €564,315. They related to lawsuits 

against FVA regarding damage compensation for destruction of animals.  

2.4.3 Contractual obligations 

The amount of the OPM contractual obligations expected to occur in 2020-2022 is €1,150,310, and 

for FVA is €3,830,667.  

2.5 Internal audit function 

The Internal Audit Unit (IAU) at OPM is composed of two auditors and within the FVA it operates 

another internal auditor. 

The OPM has established the Internal Audit Committee and it held three meetings in 2019.  

The OPM planned to carry out four (4) audits in 2019, which it managed to complete. The audit 

areas covered procurement, management of subsidies, and management of two agencies with the 

OPM. They covered the 2018 period when it comes to procurement, and 2019 period regarding other 

areas. The reports resulted in 28 recommendations in total, of which eight (8) were implemented, 12 

were under implementation and the remaining eight (8) were unimplemented.  
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The FVA internal auditor planned to carry out five (5) audits in 2019, while it managed to complete 

four (4) of them. The audit areas covered revenues, personnel, assets management in FVA and 

internal control management at public health directorate, while the uncompleted audit related to 

procurement. These audits covered the 2018 period when it comes to assets management, and 2019 

period regarding other areas. There were given 23 recommendations, of which four (4) were fully 

implemented, ten (10) were under implementation and one (1) was unimplemented, whereas there 

was no reporting on the remaining ones.  

The OPM has established the Internal Audit Committee and it held three meetings in 2019. The FVA 

internal auditor was not invited to participate in such meeting although this was a prior 

recommendation in order to increase the mutual co-operation. 

3 Progress in Implementing Recommendations  

Our Audit Report on the 2018 AFS of OPM resulted in eight (8) key recommendations. The OPM 

prepared an Action Plan stating how all recommendations will be implemented. 

OPM submitted the first semi-annual Progress Report on implementation of recommendations (30th 

of September) under requests deriving from the Rules of Procedure on implementation of audit and 

action plans, while it did not submit the second semi-annual report (15th of March).  

At the end of our 2019 audit, one (1) recommendations was implemented; three (3) were under 

implementation; three (3) were not addressed yet and one (1) was closed as unimplemented. For a 

more thorough description of the recommendations and the way they have been addressed, see 

Table 4 (or Table of recommendations).   
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Table 4 Summary of  prior year recommendations and of 2018 

N
o 

Audit 
area 

Recommendations  of 2018  Actions 
undertaken  

Status 

1 AFS The Secretary General in cooperation 
with the PM’s Cabinet and Task Force 
Coordinator should, as soon as possible, 
prepare a comprehensive analysis for  
execution of project “Let’s Do It Kosova” 
and obtain all financial reports and other 
reports confirming that all the made 
payment were grounded and supported 
by evidence.  
Furthermore, the Secretary General 
should obtain reports for two payments 
related to funeral and reburial services;  
the relevant evidence was missing.   

 

The management 
undertook 
actions to obtain 
the narrative and 
financial reports 
(contract, 
invoices, and 
evidence for 
payments made 
via bank account 
were obtained). 

Regarding the 
spending 
incurred for 
funeral and 
reburial services 
no report was 
obtained. 

 

Recommendatio
n partly 
implemented  

2 AFS When preparing the AFS, the Secretary 
General should ensure that all assets are 
recorded and disclosed in AFS. 

 

Regardless of 
implementation 
of such 
recommendation 
in previous 
years, same 
issues reoccurred 
this year and the 
assets register 
disclosed in AFS 
is incomplete 
and inaccurate, 
and 
misclassification 
of expenditures.   

See B1, C3 and 
A11 

Recommendatio
n 
unimplemented 

3 Goods 
and 
Services  

The Secretary General and the CEO of 
FVA should undertake measures to 
ensure that engagement of staff under 
special service agreement/specific work 
contract takes place only for specific 
cases when a certain project or activity 
cannot be completed by the institution’s 
current staff; their engagement should 

No measures 
have been taken 

See B1 

Recommendatio
n 
unimplemented  
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be done through a transparent process 
and in full compliance with the legal 
requirements.   
 

4 Subsidie
s and 
Transfer
s 

 

The OPM Secretary General and the 
OCA Director should ensure that 
applicable regulations on public funds 
expenditures and on subsidy allocation 
are complied with. Furthermore, they 
should ensure that monitoring activities 
are increased in order to enable 
adherence to the regulations and 
reporting under the regulation 
requirements.   
 

Even this year 
subsidies were 
allocated without 
an established 
committee. There 
was established a 
committee in 
December but 
there were 
objections. 
Further, the 
reporting was 
incomplete   

See C2 and B3 

Recommendatio
n partly 
implemented 

5 Subsidie
s and 
Transfer
s 
 

The OPM Secretary General, the OCA 
Director and the National Coordinator 
for Culture, Youth and Sports should 
ensure that the amounts unjustly 
received by NGOs are returned to OPM 
budget. The Office for Good Governance 
should monitor the allocation of 
subsidies in order to prevent 
distribution thereof if the obligations 
from the previous agreement are not 
fulfilled, and no doubled subsidies for 
the same activity shall be allocated.  

The management 
submitted no 
evidence on 
return of funds 
to OPM budget. 
We encountered 
no such case in 
2019.  

Recommendatio
n closed as 
unimplemented 

6 Subsidie
s and 
Transfer
s 
 

The Secretary General and the OCA 
Director should ensure that the 
applicable legal framework is complied 
with, namely no public call shall be 
announced if the budgetary funds are 
not available in the bank account.   

We encountered 
no such cases in 
2019 

Recommendatio
n implemented 

7 Outstan
ding 
liabilities 
 

The Secretary General should ensure 
that the liabilities remained at the end of 
the year are accurately reported in AFS, 
and all invoices are submitted in time to 
financial service.  
 

We encountered 
no unreported 
liability, while 
we encountered 
delayed invoices 
to be paid.   

Recommendatio
n partly 
implemented 

8 IAU  
 

The CEO of FVA should support the 
ongoing operational activities and 
ensure that the IA participated in AC 
meetings. The AC should review the 
results of the internal audit and 
measures undertaken by management 
on the recommendations given.   

Participation of 
FVA IA in AC 
meetings still did 
not take place.  

Recommendatio
n 
unimplemented 
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N
o 

Audit 

area 

Recommendations of 2019 

 

1 AFS The Secretary General should ensure that all necessary actions are undertaken to 

plan expenditures into adequate budget lines (or that re-destination of funds is 

done by legal requirements) and that payments and recording of expenditures 

is strictly carried under adequate economic codes. 

2 Wages 

and 

Salaries 

The Secretary General should ensure that staff is appointed under special service 

agreements only after the needs for specific services are assessed and reasoned, 

the required legal procedures are carried out, and appointment period stipulated 

by law is complied with. The Secretary General and Director of OCA should 

review enormous payments to the OCA Expert and request detailed monthly 

reports on his contribution/engagement, and they should reconsider the need 

for his further engagement during 2020 under this enormous compensation. 

3 Goods 

and 

Services 

The Secretary General, in cooperation with the Prime Minister’s Cabinet, should 

ensure that identification and assessment of applications for projects are 

addressed to Prime Minister, and based on such assessment they are planed 

through the regular budget of OPM. They should also ensure that the funds from 

the Reserves are allocated only for urgent and unforeseen events, in accordance 

with the LPFMA. 

4 Goods 
and 
Services 

The Secretary General, in cooperation with the Prime Minister’s Cabinet,  should 
ensure that invoices received by the cabinet for luncheons are justified with 
sufficient evidence including the acceptance report, meeting agenda, and the 
invoice, justifying the expenditures incurred for/by authorised persons for 
official purposes. Otherwise, payment of such invoices should terminate. 

5 Goods 
and 
Services 

The Secretary General, in cooperation with the Prime Minister’s Cabinet,  should 
ensure that strict controls over management of advances for official travels are 
put in place so each advance recipient closes the account with finance office 
within two weeks upon return from the official travel. 

6 Goods 
and 
Services 

The Executive Director of FVA should ensure that the bid evaluation procedures 
are completed within the provided deadlines, and contracts are signed in time, 
as stipulated by applicable legislation. 

7 Subsidie
s and  
Transfer
s 

The Secretary General should ensure that evaluation committees are established 
for each subsidy allocation process to evaluate requests based on sufficient 
evidence justifying the assistance. Any change to the committee composition 
should take place by a decision of the Secretary General only. 

8 Subsidie
s and  
Transfer
s 

The Secretary General and Director of OCA should analyse the reasons that lead 
to the occurrence of aforementioned cases and undertake immediate measures 
for interrupting this practice. Furthermore, they should ensure for the coming 
phases that the selection of NGOs is exclusively carried out according to the 
criteria, standards and procedures set forth in Regulation no. 04/2017. 

9 Subsidie
s and  

The Secretary General should ensure that, when relevant committee evaluates 
the applications of NGOs, all the criteria set in the public call are met. 
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Transfer
s 

10 Subsidie
s and  
Transfer
s 

The Secretary General should ensure that the preliminarily selected NGOs must 
submit all the documents requested following the announcement of preliminary 
results, as requested by the applicable regulation. 

11 Subsidie
s and  
Transfer
s 

The Secretary General should ensure that additional measures are undertaken to 
monitor beneficiary natural persons and NGOs in order to obtain valid evidence 
on use of funds according to the intended purpose. Punitive measures, as set 
forth in the approved programme for communities, should be undertaken 
against those beneficiaries if they do not justify the use of funds within the period 
stipulated in the contract. 

12 Capital 
Investme
nts 

The Secretary General should ensure that bids are evaluated under full 
compliance with the requirements set in the tender dossier and only the eligible 
operators meeting all requirements as announced as winners. 

13 Capital 
and non-
capital 
assets 

The Executive Director of FVA should undertake measures that each supply is 
received through the central warehouse, where they are recorded in the system, 
and thereafter to disseminate them to the requesting units. He should also ensure 
that the assets registers are complete and accurate.  

 

The Chief Executive Officer of KAS should ensure that purchases over €1,000 are 
made from the Capital Investments category and recorded as such in the 
accounting register. 

14 Outstan

ding 

liabilities 

The Secretary General and the FVA Executive Director should ensure that all 

received invoices are paid within the statutory deadline of 30 days. 

 

 This report is a translation from the Albanian original version. In case of discrepancies, Albanian 

version shall prevail. 
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Annex I: Explanation of the Different Types of Opinion 

Applied by NAO  

(extract from ISSAI 200) 

Form of opinion 

147. The auditor should express an unmodified opinion if it is concluded that the financial 

statements are prepared, in all material respects, in accordance with the applicable financial 

framework.  

If the auditor concludes that, based on the audit evidence obtained, the financial statements as a 

whole are not free from material misstatement, or is unable to obtain sufficient appropriate audit 

evidence to conclude that the financial statements as a whole are free from material misstatement, 

the auditor should modify the opinion in the auditor’s report in accordance with the section on 

“Determining the type of modification to the auditor’s opinion”.  

148. If financial statements prepared in accordance with the requirements of a fair presentation 

framework do not achieve fair presentation, the auditor should discuss the matter with the 

management and, depending on the requirements of the applicable financial reporting framework 

and how the matter is resolved, determine whether it is necessary to modify the audit opinion. 

Modifications to the opinion in the auditor’s report 

151. The auditor should modify the opinion in the auditor's report if it is concluded that, based on 

the audit evidence obtained, the financial statements as a whole are not free from material 

misstatement, or if the auditor was unable to obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence to 

conclude that the financial statements as a whole are free from material misstatement. Auditors may 

issue three types of modified opinions: a qualified opinion, an adverse opinion and a disclaimer of 

opinion. 
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Determining the type of modification to the auditor’s opinion  

152. The decision regarding which type of modified opinion is appropriate depends upon:  

 The nature of the matter giving rise to the modification – that is, whether the financial 

statements are materially misstated or, in the event that it was impossible to obtain sufficient 

appropriate audit evidence, may be materially misstated; and  

 The auditor’s judgment about the pervasiveness of the effects or possible effects of the matter 

on the financial statements.  

153. The auditor should express a qualified opinion if: (1) having obtained sufficient appropriate 

audit evidence, the auditor concludes that misstatements, individually or in the aggregate, are 

material, but not pervasive, to the financial statements; or (2) the auditor was unable to obtain 

sufficient appropriate audit evidence on which to base an opinion, but concludes that the effects on 

the financial statements of any undetected misstatements could be material but not pervasive.  

154. The auditor should express an adverse opinion if, having obtained sufficient appropriate audit 

evidence, the auditor concludes that misstatements, individually or in the aggregate, are both 

material and pervasive to the financial statements. 

155. The auditor should disclaim an opinion if, having been unable to obtain sufficient appropriate 

audit evidence on which to base the opinion, the auditor concludes that the effects on the financial 

statements of any undetected misstatements could be both material and pervasive. If, after accepting 

the engagement, the auditor becomes aware that management has imposed a limitation on the audit 

scope that the auditor considers likely to result in the need to express a qualified opinion or to 

disclaim an opinion on the financial statements, the auditor should request that management 

remove the limitation.  

156. If expressing a modified audit opinion, the auditor should also modify the heading to 

correspond with the type of opinion expressed. ISSAI 170519 provides additional guidance on the 

specific language to use when expressing a modified opinion and describing the auditor’s 

responsibility. It also includes illustrative examples of reports.  

Emphasis of Matter paragraphs and Other Matters paragraphs in the auditor’s report  

157. If the auditor considers it necessary to draw users’ attention to a matter presented or disclosed 

in the financial statements that is of such importance that it is fundamental to their understanding 

of the financial statements, but there is sufficient appropriate evidence that the matter is not 

materially misstated in the financial statements, the auditor should include an Emphasis of Matter 

paragraph in the auditor’s report. Emphasis of Matter paragraphs should only refer to information 

presented or disclosed in the financial statements. 
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158. An Emphasis of Matter paragraph should:  

 be included immediately after the opinion;  

 use the Heading “Emphasis of Matter” or another appropriate heading;  

 include a clear reference to the matter being emphasised and indicate where the relevant 

disclosures that fully describe the matter can be found in the financial statements; and  

 indicate that the auditor’s opinion is not modified in respect of the matter emphasised.  

159. If the auditor considers it necessary to communicate a matter, other than those that are 

presented or disclosed in the financial statements, which, in the auditor’s judgement, is relevant to 

users’ understanding of the audit, the auditor’s responsibilities or the auditor’s report, and provided 

this is not prohibited by law or regulation, this should be done in a paragraph with the heading 

“Other Matter,” or another appropriate heading. This paragraph should appear immediately after 

the opinion and any Emphasis of Matter paragraph. 
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Annex II: Letter of Confirmation  

 


